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ABSTRACT
Modeling Movement of Criminals through Burglary Scenes
Veronica L. Herrmann
Physical evidence plays a large role in the criminal justice system and in crime scene
reconstruction. The purpose of evidence is to assist in connecting a person or persons
to an incidence, which helps crime scene investigators in reconstructing the events that
occurred at the crime scene. This concept is mainly based off Locard’s Exchange Principle, which states that there is always an association between an offender and evidence.
However, without patent evidence to lead the investigators to a possible route at the scene,
determining the movements taken during the commission at a scene is needed.
Engineers have used simulations to predict the events that could occur during different
states of emergencies. Investigators can use similar technology at a micro-scale to predict
paths in an enclosed area with limited entrances and exits. Predicting the path most
likely taken by an offender would increase the probability of locating evidence in a case
where minimal evidence may be visible. The use of a simulation software, such as Pedestrian Dynamics R could be a useful method to incorporate into crime scene reconstruction
protocols to increase the likelihood of locating the evidence.
The aim of this thesis is to assist crime scene investigators to identify optimal areas
to collect different types of evidence given a predicted path. Pedestrian Dynamics R simulation software was used to predict the paths of 15 participants moving through four
different simulated burglary scenes. A comparison of observed and predicted pathways
revealed that the simulations well modeled the direct path through the room in which
the crime occurred; however, searching tasks, which often occur during the commission of
these crimes were less well represented.
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1. Introduction
Physical evidence plays a large role in the criminal justice system as well as in crime scene
reconstruction. The purpose of evidence is to assist in connecting a person or persons to a
crime. Locard’s exchange principle is considered when there is a possibility for an association between an offender and evidence. Pattern evidence helps crime scene investigators
in reconstructing the sequence of events that occurred at the crime scene. Crime scene
investigators have a responsibility to make as much of an accurate representation of a
crime scene as possible. Within the documentation (i.e. notes, photographs, sketches, and
videos), the investigators need to include the details of the rooms of the building/house
and the surrounding area in accurate scale and measurements. All of these details are
needed to allow others who were not present, like jury members, to have all of the facts
in as much detail as possible to assist with the trial in court.
Not only do police officers and crime scene investigators need to know the context of
the case, they also need to know the possible path taken by a criminal when in a closed
area with limited entrances and exits in order to determine which areas are likely to
contain relevant evidence. Without patent evidence to lead the investigators to a possible
path at the scene, determining possible paths through a crime scene is needed. Engineers
have used simulators to predict the events which could occur during different states of
emergencies. Similar technology could be used at a micro-scale to assist investigators to
predict paths in a room or a building with limited entrances and exits at the level of each
individual.
Ideally, a simulation will be able to predict the paths taken by the participants and
provide investigators the ability to predict paths of criminals to reduce their search area
for locating evidence. When it comes to some types of crimes, locating evidence can be
difficult. Being able to predict a path most likely taken can increase the probability of
locating latent evidence for the case when there is minimal traces of evidence visible. The
use of a simulator could be the method to incorporate into our crime scene reconstruction
protocol to increase the likelihood probabilities of locating the evidence.
Pedestrian dynamics and the decision-making process of people have been studied in
many different engineering studies. The use of simulators in these studies are used to
help with optimizing the building plans of many infrastructures. There has been use of
geographic information system (GIS) studies in forensic science to show the areas where
criminal hot spots are present in major cities. Being able to use a simulator to predict
paths of criminals within a room or building can increase the probability of locating latent
1

evidence when the criminal believes they have been careful during their criminal activities.
The aim of this thesis project is to assist crime scene investigators to identify areas where
to collect different evidence types.

2

2. Background
2.1

Locard’s Exchange Principle

Physical evidence is used to assist with connecting an individual with another individual
or place. Edmond Locard (1872-1966) was a French criminologist who had a doctorate
in medicine and a masters in law [1]. Locard’s Exchange Principle states every contact
between two people, or a person and item exchange some type of material with each other
[1, 2, 3]. Every item at a crime scene has the possibility to link a criminal to the scene or to
a victim [2]. Additionally, any material from a victim or the crime scene can be transferred
to the criminal which would connect the criminal to the crime scene [2]. Figure 2.1, is an
illustration of the transferring of materials between a suspect, victim and a crime scene
whenever a contact has happened between a suspect and a victim, the crime scene and
victim and the crime scene and the suspect [2].
Suspect

Victim

Crime Scene
Figure 2.1: Exchanging routes between a suspect, victim and a crime whenever there is
contact [2]

2.2

Processing the Crime Scene

After a first responder completes their responsibilities at the crime scene, the crime scene
investigators have their own responsibilities to assess the crime scene. One of the most
important things for a crime scene investigator (CSI) to do is to document everything at
the scene and the surrounding area [4]. During the documentation phase, the investigators
have a responsibility to record as much detail as possible for those who are not present
[2, 4]. The documentation done at the scene will be used to help settle a case if it ends up
3

in trial [4]. The different types of documentation are sketches, photographs, videos and
written notes [4]. The crime scene should be documented before any evidence is collected
and as evidence is being collected there should be accurate photographs with composition
which describes the item itself, where it was located at the scene and its proximity to
the areas/items surrounding it [5]. The use of intensive techniques helps recreate the
scene for those who were not present [4]. The documentation also needs to have accurate
measurements and be to scale to help in this matter [4].

2.3

Crime Scene Reconstruction

The accurate measurements and scales allow investigators to recreate crime scenes as
accurately as possible. Reconstruction of crime scenes assist investigators in determining
what event(s) happened and the order of the events which occurred at the crime scene
[2, 6]. Crime scene reconstruction relies on the interpretation of the physical evidence
which is one of the main reasons why physical evidence is collected [2]. There are different
stages of reconstructing a crime scene: recognizing the physical evidence critical for the
reconstruction, appropriately documenting the physical evidence, collecting the physical
evidence properly, examining the physical evidence at the laboratory, analyzing the data
from both the laboratory analysis and the crime scene, and the interpretation of the results
[2]. During the interpretation stage, possible hypotheses are formed to determine if the
facts support the given sceanrio/proposition and if not the analyst creates a new one and
repeats the process of finding a logical order in which the events occurred [2]. After the
analyst has found a hypothesis which successfully explains the events that happened, the
final product is the creation of a scenario where everything is a coherent sequence of events
that resulted in the commission of a crime [2].
Agosto et al. focused on using a geomatic approach to crime scene reconstruction [6].
The aim of this study was to verify the relationship of paths at a crime scene with the blood
patterns found on the floor [6]. The use of geometric crime scene mapping and analysis
with GIS based procedures were to help with this goal [6]. The use of this technique,
3D reference points are needed to ensure geometric accuracy [6]. This type of data can
be achieved through surveying or photogrammetry methods [6]. These measurements are
important because crime scene data is not easily accessible after accidental data loss and
the availability of redundant data allows one to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated
coordinates [6]. Laser scanners create point clouds of geometric samples of an object which
allows the shape of the subject to be achieved as well as color if the laser scanner has the
ability [6]. Multiple scans by a laser scanner is needed to get all the information about
each side of the object [6].
4

2.4

Photogrammetry

A technique to assist in producing an accurate representation of a crime scene is photogrammetry. Photogrammetry has the ability of image measurement and interpretation
to derive the location and shape of an object from one or more photographs containing
the same object [7]. One would use photogrammetric measurements for reconstructing
a 3D object in digital or graphical form [7]. An advantage of using photographs taken
are the information can be stored and re-accessed at any given time [7]. When forming
a model from the photographs, photogrammetry uses a central projection imaging model
[7]. Object shapes and positions are determined by the reconstruction of bundle of rays
which have an image point that corresponds with a perspective center defining the spatial
direction of the ray to the object point [7]. An important property of photogrammetric
photographs is the photo scale (Equation 2.1) [7]. As shown by Equation 2.1, “the photo
scale factor m defines the relationship between the object distance, h, and principal distance, c. Alternatively it is the relationship between a distance, X, parallel to the image
plane in the object, and the corresponding distance in image space. x’ ” [7].
h
X
= 0
(2.1)
c
x
Photo scale is an important property of photogrammetry because it is the resolution
and measurement accuracy determining factor [7]. To identify the position and orientation
of a camera spatially in a universal coordinate system using exterior orientation parameters
[7]. Coordinates of the perspective center in the universal system and three defined angles
which express the rotation of the image coordinate system in regards to the universal
system defines the exterior orientation [7]. Calculating the exterior parameters are done
indirectly by the measurements taken of the identified object points’ image coordinates
which correspond with the direction spatially from projection center to object point [7].
Locating an object point can be done on an image ray when an additional geometric
element (i.e., second spatial direction or an object plane) is intersected, the object space is
able to be determined [7]. As mentioned before every image generates a spatial bundle of
rays which are defined by the image points and the perspective center [7]. A creation of a
dense network is done by the intersection of all bundle of rays from multiple photographs
[7]. Within this dense network, bundle triangulation and calculations of the association
3D object point locations, any amount of photographs can be oriented simultaneously [7].
m=

2.5

Engineering Studies

There are many engineering studies which look into pedestrian dynamics and route choice.
The majority of these studies look into evacuation routes and optimal comfort of the users
[14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. There are three types of studies/models used when optimizing evacuation plans for major infrastructures: macro-scale, meso-scale and micro-scale. Macro-scale
pedestrian dynamic studies are interested in the crowd-density behavior in the environment
5

as whole [14, 19, 20]. Meso-scale studies uses the individuality of each pedestrian while
still evaluating the surrounding environment [14, 20]. Micro-scale studies are interested in
each individual’s movement and behavior separately [14, 17, 20].
Laio et al. studied route choice with pedestrians and how they change their decision
from their initial choices [15]. The authors had 138 participants (male and female) and
created three different route choice scenarios out of 2.5 m barriers [15]. In all scenarios,
the participants were held in holding areas and there were different entrances and exits
available to the participants. The doorways had different widths throughout the different
scenarios [15]. There were 19 experimental runs between the three scenarios and recorded
the experiments aerial view from 24 cameras 7.5 m above the floor [15]. Laio et al.
calculated the egress time throughout their experiment which is the amount of time it
took the participants to cross an exit [15]. While observing the participants during the
experiments, they noticed some of the participants were changing course based on the
availability of different exits [15]. A model, developed by Kemloh was used to produce a
total of 39,600 simulations for each of the scenarios ran in the experimental portion [15].
The goal of their study was to produce dynamic pedestrian routes using simulation and
experiment [15]. They found evidence of participants changing their route choice rarely
and they were able to use the exit they originally planned [15].
Garcimartin et al. focused on room evacuation with different competitiveness between
the participants [16]. They did this study to help facilitate better performance of large
facilities if disaster strikes [16]. They had three different pressure types: no intentional
physical contact (10 evacuations), soft physical contact (10 evacuations) and moderate
pushing was allowed (13 evacuations) [16]. 95 participants were initially placed in a rectangular zone of 6 x 4 m with an initial density of 4 persons/square meter [16]. They
measured initial group velocity heading toward the single exit and monitored the pressure
at the doorjambs with a pressure sensor from TekScan R [16]. They found with using
density maps there is a noticeable spatial dependence on the competitiveness [16]. As the
competitiveness increased, the density map changed from a V-shape isodensity curve to a
semi-circular shape curve [16]. They suggested the cause of this change in the density maps
were the participants tried to minimize their distance to the exit as the competitiveness
increased [16].
Teknomo and Fernandez had a goal of minimizing the egress time (evacuation time) for
different sized crowds to revise evacuation plans [14]. The shortest distance and the least
amount of time is ideal for an evacuation plan but it fails when there are more people trying
to use the same exit [14]. The increased amount of density as crowds increase at venues,
the slower the velocity of the pedestrians become and results in a high egress time [14].
A mesoscopic simulation which used multiple agents, to represent people moving around
within the network, for this study [14]. Origin-destination (OD) paths were assigned to
all agents prior to any movement [14]. The agents would never deviate from the paths
assigned to them which does not represent actual movement of a person in a crowd [14].
Route-Choice Self-Organization (RCSO) model was also used in this study to allow the
agents to move dynamically within the simulation [14]. The RCSO produced a decrease
6

in egress time compared to the shortest path because it allowed the agents to adapt
their behavior to the conditions in the simulation [14]. The authors concluded displaying
multiple routes on evacuation maps to give people more options to choose different routes
in high density areas, such as train stations, should decrease the congestion at main exits
[14].
A micro-scale model was used for crowd management and control for the Washington,
DC METRO system in the study conducted by Porter et al. This study aimed to capture
the strategic-behavior, tactical-behavior and operational-behavior of the pedestrians [17].
There was data collected for experimental runs by Delft University of Technology (TU
Delft) used to compare with the model [17]. Data were collected using bidirectional and
narrow bottleneck models because these two scenarios are frequently seen in transit stations [17]. The model calibration was used to minimize the trajectory error between the
model and experimental results [17]. Trajectory error was calculated using the average Euclidean distance throughout the duration of the simulation [17]. Finally, the flow densities
between the model and simulation results were also calculated [17]. The model produced
trajectory patterns similar to those found in the experimental data. These results encourages the use of this type of model in similar situations could assist in improving the traffic
flow of pedestrians [17].
Chraibi et al. assessed the quality and reliability of agent based simulation models
using principal component analysis (PCA) [18]. Two models were used to simulate the
pedestrian movement through a bottleneck with the same dimensions [18]. The two models
were the social force model (SFM) and the generalized centrifugal force model (GCFM),
microscopic and continuous, with bottlenecks of the same directions [18]. The experimental data was referenced from a previous study by Seyfried et al. in 2006 [21]. The authors
stated PCA was an appropriate validation tool in continuous models for pedestrian dynamics [18]. The authors applied PCA on the data from the experimental and the two
simulation models to compare the results [18]. In both the experimental and the simulations there were 149 trajectories [18]. The results of PCA showed a difference between
the experimental and models with respect to the bottleneck effect [18]. The authors do
believe the use of PCA for a diagnostic tool is very useful in statistically testing the agent
based pedestrian simulations [18].

2.6

Pedestrian Dynamics R Simulator

Pedestrian Dynamics R is a simulation software that can create simulation models of large
pedestrian populations in infrastructures [22]. It has been used to assess the performance
and safety of the environment of the infrastructures in every phase of the building cycle
[22]. There are several benefits to using this simulation software. It has the ability to
predict the flow of people within the area of interest [22]. It can change scenarios quickly
to compare the different designs and scenarios [22]. Pedestrian Dynamics R has the ability
to have integrated 2D as well as 3D models [22]. It has fast simulation runs and extensive
set of model drawing tools [22]. The user can easily define their scenario and watch things
7

at a microscopic or mesoscopic scale [22].
This software uses Explicit Corridor Map (ECM) technology which represents the vast
amount of walking space in the environment [22]. A user can import their model in a
variety of different file types which can reduce the time it takes to build up the model of
use [22]. When it comes to the preparation of the scenario of interest, this program has the
use of autonomous agents for people [22]. The user can define the different group profiles
with rules to see the effect of the scenario [22]. There is a feature that allows the routing
of the agents to be based on activity planning and scheduling [22]. The agents’ routes are
determined between a goal and a destination [22]. The experiment wizard allows the user
to set up their different scenarios with changing the properties needed and run all of the
scenarios simultaneously [22].
While the simulations are running, there is an ability to change the settings of the
model [22]. Not only is this software agent based by using autonomous agents, but it can
also have discrete event simulation [22]. The user is able to program discrete events to
occur while the simulation is running (i.e., train arrivals or traffic) [22]. The conditions of
the simulations can change dynamically throughout to create a more realistic model (i.e.,
weather changes, blocked routes, etc.) [22]. The results of the simulations can be viewed
in real-time in both 2D and 3D visualization [22].
After the conclusion of each run there are several ways in which the data can be
analyzed. The software has a footstep log which can be used in statistical studies [22].The
simulation data can help users make decisions to improve scenarios under consideration
[22]. A frequency map can be generated which shows the number of agents who pass a
certain area in the simulation [22]. The frequency map is computed by using the footstep
logging information [20]. The software interpolates the location of the agent between
two logging steps of 0.20 seconds. The determination of which grid cells are affected is
dependent on the grid size radius [20]. A heat map can show the density during a period
of time in a specific area [22]. The travel time map displays how long it took an agent
to go through the simulation from the start [22]. There is an option to show the walking
distance statistics of the distances agents had in the simulation [22]. Delay times statistics
can show the user how long an agent waited during the route taken [22]. The results from
the simulation helps the users to make decisions on the scenarios they are looking into
[22].

8

3. Methods
3.1
3.1.1

Preliminary Study
Participants

Four participants were recruited to participate in this IRB approved study (WVU protocol
number: 1805146223).

3.1.2

Procedure

All participants were videotaped using four (4) Nikon Coolpix W300 mounted on ALZO
wall mounts in each corner of the room on 4” x 1” wood boards. The cameras began
recording before the participants were allowed to enter the living room. The participants
were allowed to begin after they were instructed to enter the living room through the
front door and exit through the archway. After the participants concluded their run, the
recordings were turned off.

3.1.3

Video Processing

Video processing was done by using Adobe R Premiere R Pro CC software (version 12.0).
Videos from the four cameras were imported into the project panel in the software. Each
video was placed into the timeline and unlinked from their audio, which was deleted. All
videos were spliced to include the participant entering and exiting the room. A Gaussian
blur was applied to each video with 100% blurriness and to mask the participants’ face
out throughout the video, for confidentiality. Subsequently, the videos were arranged to
show all four videos in one screen. Each video was scaled to 50% of its original size and
located in the frame based on the parameters shown in Table 3.1.
9

Table 3.1: Adobe R Premiere R Pro camera position based on camera position in the living
room of House 3.
Camera Position
South West Corner
South East Corner
North West Corner
North East Corner

Adobe R Premiere R Pro Position
480, 810
1440, 270
480, 270
1440, 810

After all videos were placed in a four-quadrant display (see Figure 3.1), the videos were
synced in time to show the movement of the participant in all four videos concurrently in
one frame. The videos were all exported as media with a H.264 format and saved as the
participant’s assigned number.

NW Camera

SE Camera

SW Camera

NE Camera

Figure 3.1: Diagram of how the cameras are displayed in one screen after being positioned
in Adobe R Premiere R Pro.
Once the videos were exported from Adobe R Premiere R Pro CC, the videos were
imported into Adobe R Photoshop R CC (version 19.0) to extract frames from the videos.
The videos were imported by “video frames to layers” and the settings used for the import
were as followed: from beginning to end was checked and saved the videos every 10, 15,
and 20 frames. The frames were extracted into layers in Adobe R Photoshop R and saved
as images in a TIFF format.

3.1.4

Pedestrian Dynamics R Model

Building a Model
In order to build an accurate model to represent the living room in WVU’s crime scene
house 3, measurements (in feet and inches) were taken with a tape measure, and were
converted into the metric scale for compatibility with the Pedestrian Dynamics R software.
The measurements of the room and the furniture that were used to build the model can
be found in Table 3.2. The furniture was created to scale and placed within the room
based on the measurements while using the ruler function available in the software. An
opening was created in the North West Corner of the room to represent the front door
and on the South wall to represent the archway. An entry/exit area activity was created
10

and placed on top of those openings which allowed the simulated agents to enter and exit
the room. A 2D representation of the preliminary model made in Pedestrian Dynamics R
is shown in Figure 3.2.

Table 3.2: Measurements taken of the living room and furniture to recreate model in Pedestrian Dynamics R .
Measurements
Living Room
Brown Chairs
Ottoman
Coffee Table
Loveseat
Couch
Side Table
Plaid Armchair
TV Stand
Archway
Front Door
Lamp (radius)

Width (m)
4.1021
0.5080
0.6350
0.6922
0.8890
0.8699
0.3556
0.7620
0.4953
1.5240
1.0717
0.1525
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Length (m)
4.4449
0.5334
1.0414
1.1557
1.52404
1.7779
0.5619
0.7620
1.0175
0.2500
0.1659
N/A

Color
N/A
Brown
Reddish Brown
Light Brown
Cream
Blue
Light Brown
Green
Black
Pink
Pink
White

Figure 3.2: 2D representation of model created in Pedestrian Dynamics R .

3.1.5

Coordinate Estimation

Coordinates of where each participant placed their leading foot were recorded. These
coordinates were obtained by using a master grid of the model created in the simulation
(see Figure 3.3). The grid size within the model was set to 0.1525 meters or approximately
6 inches. The centroid of the model was positioned at 14.5 from the left edge of the model
and 13.5 from the top of the model. A new grid line was created in the center of each grid
in both directions to produce a master grid.
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Figure 3.3: Master grid created to assist in estimating the position of the participant’s lead
foot in the room.
Each frame was viewed and the position of the lead foot was estimated by using the
master grid. Once the coordinates were estimated, they were plotted to show the path
taken by the participants through the room.

3.1.6

Simulation General Settings & Agent Profile

Before a simulation was generated, the simulation general settings and autonomous agents
profile were created. The settings used for the simulation were based on the participants
videos and can be found in Appendix A.
An explicit corridor map (ECM) was created before the simulation was run and was
validated with the simulation player to ensure no errors occurred. Errors that could occur
are: (1) the agents are too large to go through the model, (2) the ECM did not enter
the start and ending locations, and (3) the clearance area of the agent was too large to
go between obstacles. Once an ECM was determined, the experiment wizard parameters
were set (refer to Table A.7). A total of 500 autonomous agents were created by setting
the simulation to produce one (1) agent every 30 seconds for this model, which was chosen
based on the average time the participants were in the room. One (1) replication of the
simulation ran for a total of 255 minutes to ensure every agent was able to exit the simulation before the next generated agent entered. After each simulation was run, the results
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were loaded into the Pedestrian Dynamics R software and the experiment information was
observed to make sure 500 agents entered and exited the model.

3.2

Main Study

3.2.1

Participants

Fifteen (15) participants were recruited to participate in this IRB approved study (WVU
protocol number: 1805146223). The participants were asked to act as “burglars” and
steal certain items of interest depending on the scenario conducted (see Table 3.3). Each
participant completed four (4) scenarios where they “stole” different items. Scenario order
was alternated in an effort to minimize the effect of exposure to the room on the results;
the order of the scenarios can be seen in Table 3.4.
Table 3.3: Description of items of interest dependent of scenario of collection.
Scenario
A
B
C
D

Items of Interest
Drugs
Money
Jewelry and/or money collecting in a bag
All items are available

Table 3.4: Summary table of the scenario order for each participant throughout the main
study.
Participant
VHRP 001
VHRP 005
VHRP 009
VHRP 013

ID/Scenario Order
- VHRP 004
- VHRP 008
- VHRP 012
- VHRP 015

1
A
B
C
D

2
B
C
D
A

3
C
D
A
B

4
D
A
B
C

Similar to the preliminary study, each participant began their scenario by entering
through the front door after being told the guidelines of the scenario. The guidelines were:
(1) do not move the furniture from their stationary position, (2) the items of interest could
be out in the open or could be hidden within the furniture, (3) due to the room being
small, there is a time limit of five (5) minutes and you will get a 30 second warning before
time expires. Different from the preliminary study, each participant had the choice of
exiting from the front door or the archway located on the South wall of the room. In each
scenario, all three items of interest were always present. Dependent on the scenario, the
items were a Ziploc bag of baking soda to represent a drug substance (Figure 3.4), a pearl
necklace (Figure 3.5), a gold necklace (Figure 3.6), a wallet filled with $160 (Figure 3.7),
and a roll of a few $100 bills (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.4: Bag of drugs filled with baking soda to represent a drug substance.

15

Figure 3.5: A pearl necklace used as a jewelry item.

Figure 3.6: A gold necklace used as a jewelry item.
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Figure 3.7: The wallet and the money used as a money item.

Figure 3.8: The roll of $100 bills used as a money item.
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3.2.2

Scenario A - Drug Burglary

The first scenario created was to simulate a drug burglary with the participants. A Ziploc
bag was filled with baking soda to represent a substance of interest. This bag was placed
in between the cushion on right side of the plaid armchair chair found in the South West
corner of the room (as shown by Figure 3.9). There was also a pearl necklace and a wallet
filled with $160 present in the room. The pearl necklace was placed on the coffee table
and the wallet was placed on top of the TV stand (shown by Figures 3.10 and 3.11).

Figure 3.9: Bag of drugs located in the cushion of the plaid armchair.

Figure 3.10: Pearl necklace located on coffee table.
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Figure 3.11: Money filled wallet located on the TV stand.

3.2.3

Scenario B - Money Burglary

The second scenario created was to simulate a money burglary with the participants. A
roll of $100 bills, was placed in between the two couch cushions located on the East wall
of the room (as shown by Figure 3.12). The Ziploc bag of “drugs” was located in the
top-left corner of the loveseat on the North wall of the room and the gold necklace was
located on the TV stand on the West wall of the room (as shown by Figure 3.13 and 3.14)
respectively.

Figure 3.12: Roll of $100 bills located in between couch cushions.
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Figure 3.13: Bag of drugs located in the top left corner in the loveseat.

Figure 3.14: Gold necklace located on the TV stand.

3.2.4

Scenario C - Money and/or Jewelry Burglary

The third scenario created was to simulate a burglary where the participant had a choice of
what they stole between money and/or jewelry. When preparing the participant for this,
they were told they are interested in money and/or jewelry during this scenario. Within
this scenario, the participant had a bag to carry with them throughout the scenario (Figure
3.15). The items used in this scenario were the roll of $100 bills, placed in the top left
corner of the loveseat (shown by Figure 3.16), Ziploc bag of “drugs” placed on the coffee
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table (shown by Figure 3.17), and the gold necklace placed on the small table by the couch
(shown by Figure 3.18).

Figure 3.15: Bag participants used to carry items stolen.

Figure 3.16: Roll of $100 bills located in the top left corner of loveseat.
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Figure 3.17: Bag of drugs located on coffee table.

Figure 3.18: Gold necklace located on small table by the couch.

3.2.5

Scenario D - Any of the items available

The fourth scenario created was to simulate a burglary which allowed the participant to
choose any item and as many of the items they wanted to steal. Within this scenario, the
Ziploc bag of “drugs” was placed in one of the gold containers on the first shelf of the
TV stand (as shown in Figure 3.19). The pearl necklace was located on the coffee table
and the wallet containing money was located on the small table by the couch (shown by
Figures 3.20 and 3.21, respectively).
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Figure 3.19: Bag of drugs located in the gold container on the first shelf of the TV stand.

Figure 3.20: Pearl necklace located on coffee table.
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Figure 3.21: Money filled wallet located on the small table by the couch.

3.2.6

Pedestrian Dynamics R Model

The model of the room used in Pedestrian Dynamics R for the main study was the same as
the preliminary. The differences between the main study and the preliminary models were
the addition of the items of interest into the model. The items of interest were represented
by a “commercial facility” to allow the autonomous agents to visit each item of interest
dependent on the scenarios described in the previous sections. The models created for each
scenario can be seen in Figures 3.22 - 3.25. The settings used for each item of interest in
each scenario can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 3.22: Model built to represent scenario A to represent participants are interested
in stealing drugs.
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Figure 3.23: Model built to represent scenario B where participants are interested in stealing money.
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Figure 3.24: Model built to represent scenario C where participants are interested in steal
money and/or jewelry.
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Figure 3.25: Model built to represent scenario D where participants are interested in stealing any of the items.

3.3

Simulation Data Collection

An explicit corridor map (ECM) was created before each simulation was run and was
validated with the simulation player to ensure errors did not occur. Once an ECM was
determined, the experiment wizard parameters and agent generator were set which can
be found in Appendix B). A total of 1,500 autonomous agents were created by setting the
simulation to produce one (1) agent every 60 seconds (scenario A), 60 seconds (scenario
B), 90 seconds (scenario C), and 120 seconds (scenario D). These times were chosen by
rounding the average time the participants were in the room up 30 seconds. One replication
of each simulation ran for a total of 1505 minutes, 1505 minutes, 2255 minutes, and 3005
minutes respectively to ensure every agent was able to exit the simulation. After each
simulation was run, the results were loaded into the Pedestrian Dynamics R software and
the experiment information was observed to make sure 1,500 agents entered and exited
the model.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1

Preliminary Study

After reviewing the videos of the preliminary participants and extracted frames, it was
determined the point of view from each camera provided enough information to estimate
coordinates of the participants leading foot. A plot was created with all of the coordinates from all participants (Figure 4.1). The participants were in the room on average
of 11 seconds, with an estimated average speed of 0.444 m/s (minimum: 0.375 m/s and
maximum: 0.488 m/s).

Figure 4.1: Placement of each participant’s leading foot every 20 frames during the preliminary study.
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The ECM created from the Pedestrian Dynamics R software allowed for a simulation
of 500 agents run without any errors. The ECM used to create the simulation data can be
seen in Figure 4.2. After the simulation was run, the experiment information confirmed
500 agents entered through the front door and exited through the archway.

Figure 4.2: Model built to represent preliminary study with ECM present.
A frequency map was calculated within the Pedestrian Dynamics R software which
shows the number of agents crossing the same location in a model. The frequency map
can be seen in Figure 4.3. Table 4.1 displays the frequencies calculated by the Pedestrian
Dynamics R software. Since the software interpolates the location of the agent every 0.20
seconds, the entrance of the model was blue even though all of the agents entered through
the front door. The agents entered through the entrance area at random instead of from
a fixed point. This is expected since the agents do not spend a lot of time at the entrance.
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The more time an agent spends at a certain spot, the software registers it for the frequency
map.

Table 4.1: Calculated frequencies of the autonomous agents produced in the preliminary
model.
Color
Blue
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Purple

Frequency
<= 100
<= 200
<= 300
<= 400
<= 500
>500
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Figure 4.3: Frequency map of where the autonomous agents traveled throughout the preliminary model.

An overlay of the estimated coordinates and the frequency map was created using
Adobe R Photoshop R to observe how well the simulation software was able to produce the
same paths as the participants. Figure 4.4 shows the estimated coordinates on top of the
frequency map produced from the software.
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Figure 4.4: Overlay of the estimated coordinates and frequency map of the preliminary
simulation results.

The purpose of the preliminary study was to ensure the goal of using Pedestrian
Dynamics R as the simulation software was possible and to determine the parameters
to compile videos and extract frames from the finished videos. The results from the preliminary study showed promise to accomplish this aim. The autonomous agents had a
goal of entering the model from the front door and exiting through the archway. When
comparing the estimated coordinates to frequency map created from the simulation software, the simulation software was able to predict the path the participants took during
this simple task.
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4.2

Main Study

The primary goal of the main study was to use the simulation software to predict paths
for burglary cases. Each participant completed four (4) scenarios and the videos and
frames were observed. Table 4.2 displays a summary of the participants actions for each
scenario. In scenario A, the participants were instructed to steal drugs. In scenario B,
the participants were instructed to steal money. Scenario C gave the participants a choice
between stealing money and/or jewelry. Lastly, in scenario D, the participants also had
a choice to steal any of the three items available. All participants were to enter through
the front door and had the choice to exit through the front door or the archway. The
comparison between the estimated coordinates and the frequency map showed there are
some discrepancies between the simulation and the participants’ paths. In the simulation
models created for all scenarios, the settings for the agents’ routing planning behavior was
set to shortest distance. The agents took the shortest route from the front door to the
item(s) of interest then to their choice of exit.

Table 4.2: Summary table of the participants’ actions during all scenarios.
Scenario
Front Door (entry)
Front Door (exit)
Archway
Drugs
Money
Jewelry

4.2.1

A
15
13
2
15
N/A
N/A

B
15
12
3
N/A
15
N/A

C
15
14
1
N/A
13
15

D
15
11
4
12
15
13

Scenario A

The coordinates of each participant were estimated based on reviewing the frames extracted every 20 frames. The coordinate map of all participants can be seen in Figure 4.5.
The participants were in the room on average of 50 seconds, with an estimated average
speed of 0.265 m/s (minimum: 0.158 m/s and maximum: 0.634 m/s).
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Figure 4.5: Placement of each participant’s leading foot every 20 frames during Scenario
A.

The ECM created from the Pedestrian Dynamics R software allowed for a simulation
of 1,500 agents run without any errors. The ECM used to create the simulation data
can be seen in Figure 4.6. After the simulation was run, the experiment information
confirmed 1,500 agents entered through the front door and exited the model either through
the archway or front door. The experiment information also confirmed each participant
stopped at the commercial facility created to simulate the bag of drugs (see Table 4.3).
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Figure 4.6: Drug burglary model with ECM present.
Table 4.3: Agent activities from the simulation to represent a drug burglary.
Location
Front Door (entry)
Front Door (exit)
Archway
Drugs
Jewelry
Money

Number of Agents
1,500
727
773
1,500
0
0

A frequency map was calculated within the Pedestrian Dynamics R software which
shows the number of agents crossing the same location in a model. The frequency map
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can be seen in Figure 4.7. Table 4.4 displays the frequencies calculated by the Pedestrian
Dynamics R software. Since the software interpolates the location of the agent every 0.20
seconds, the entrance of the model was blue even though all of the agents entered through
the front door. The agents entered through the entrance area at random instead of from
a fixed point. This is expected since the agents do not spend a lot of time at the entrance.
The more time an agent spends at a certain spot, the software registers it for the frequency
map.
Practitioners could look at this frequency map to assist locating areas that would
contain evidence. Anywhere on the floor within this heat map, could contain shoe impressions. Another area of interest would be the coffee table and the TV stand could contain
latent fingerprints. The ottoman and the armchair could contain fiber evidence.

Figure 4.7: Frequency map of where the autonomous agents traveled throughout model for
Scenario A.
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Table 4.4: Calculated frequencies of the autonomous agents produced in the model for
Scenario A.
Color
Blue
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Purple

Frequency
<= 600
<= 1,200
<= 1,800
<= 2,400
<= 3,000
>3,000

An overlay of the estimated coordinates and the frequency map was created using
Adobe R Photoshop R to observe how well the simulation software was able to produce the
same paths as the participants for a drug burglary. Figure 4.8 shows the estimated coordinates on top of the frequency map produced from the Pedestrian Dynamics R software
for Scenario A.
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Figure 4.8: Overlay of the estimated coordinates and frequency map of Scenario A’s simulation results.
The overlay of the frequency map and the estimated coordinates for scenario A, shows
there is some overlap where the simulation agrees with the participants. There is also a
large area where the frequency map and the paths the participants took do not overlap.
This could be due to the participants were not instructed to take the shortest path to their
item of interest which was intentional since burglaries would typically involve searching
and not necessarily the shortest path. The participants had to search for their item of
interest, unlike the autonomous agents which were programmed to stop at the item of
interest. The simulation model had 1,500 agents enter through the front door but after
they stopped at the item of interest, 727 (48.47%) agents exited through the front door
and the remaining 773 (51.53%) agents exited through the archway. This outcome was
expected due to the probability of the agent exiting strategy between the front door and
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archway was set to a 50/50 chance. Unlike the simulation, 13 of the 15 participants
(86.67% ) exited through the front door and the remaining two (2) of the participants
(13.33%) exited through the archway. The choice of exit difference could also be due to
the simulation is programmed to find the shortest route based on the location they are
heading to and from. In every case, the participants and simulated agents located the
drugs.

4.2.2

Scenario B

The coordinates of each participant were estimated based on reviewing the frames extracted every 20 frames. The coordinate map of all participants can be seen in Figure 4.9.
The participants were in the room on average of 47 seconds, with an estimated average
speed of 0.277 m/s (minimum: 0.131 m/s and maximum: 0.482 m/s).

Figure 4.9: Placement of each participant’s leading foot every 20 frames during Scenario
B.
The ECM created from the Pedestrian Dynamics R software allowed for a simulation
of 1,500 agents ran without any errors. The ECM used to create the simulation data
can be seen in Figure 4.10. After the simulation was run, the experiment information
confirmed 1,500 agents entered through the front door and exited the model either through
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the archway or front door. The experiment information also confirmed each participant
stopped at the roll of $100 bills (see Table 4.5).

Figure 4.10: Money burglary model with ECM present.
Table 4.5: Agent activities from the simulation to represent a money burglary.
Location
Front Door (entry)
Front Door (exit)
Archway
Drugs
Jewelry
Money
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Number of Agents
1,500
0
1,500
0
0
1,500

A frequency map was calculated within the Pedestrian Dynamics R software which
shows the number of agents crossing the same location in a model. The frequency map
can be seen in Figure 4.11. Table 4.6 displays the frequencies calculated by the Pedestrian
Dynamics R software. Since the software interpolates the location of the agent every 0.20
seconds, the entrance of the model was blue even though all of the agents entered through
the front door. The agents entered through the entrance area at random instead of from
a fixed point. This is expected since the agents do not spend a lot of time at the entrance.
The more time an agent spends at a certain spot, the software registers it for the frequency
map.

Based on this frequency map, practitioners could look on or around the loveseat and
the couch for fiber evidence. Anywhere on the floor within this heat map, could contain
shoe impressions. Another area of interest would be the coffee table for latent fingerprints.
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Figure 4.11: Frequency map of where the autonomous agents traveled throughout the model
for Scenario B.

Table 4.6: Calculated frequencies of the autonomous agents produced in the model for
Scenario B.
Color
Blue
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Purple

Frequency
<= 578
<= 1,156
<= 1,734
<= 2,312
<= 2,890
>2,890
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Similar to the Scenario A, an overlay of the estimated coordinates and the frequency
map was created using Adobe R Photoshop R to observe how well the simulation software
was able to produce the same paths as the participants for a money burglary. Figure
4.12 shows the estimated coordinates on top of the frequency map produced from the
Pedestrian Dynamics R software for Scenario B.

Figure 4.12: Overlay of the estimated coordinates and frequency map of Scenario B’s
simulation results.
The overlay of the frequency map and the estimated coordinates for scenario B produced more overlap compared to the overlay in scenario A. The lack of overlap in some
areas could be due to the fact that participants were searching which was expected unlike the simulated agents similar to scenario A. There were differences in the agents’ and
participants’ exit behavior in scenario B. In the simulation model, every agent produced
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entered through the front door and exited through the archway. Unlike the simulation,
there was a small variation in exit strategy. 12 of the 15 participants (80%) exited through
the front door and the remaining three (3) (20%) of the participants exited through the
archway. All agents and participants completed the task of locating the money.

4.2.3

Scenario C

The coordinates of each participant were estimated based on reviewing the frames extracted every 20 frames. The coordinate map of all participants can be seen in Figure
4.13. The participants were in the room on average of 59 seconds, with an estimated
average speed of 0.235 m/s (minimum: 0.122 m/s and maximum: 0.492 m/s).

Figure 4.13: Placement of each participant’s leading foot every 20 frames during Scenario
C.
The ECM created from the Pedestrian Dynamics R software allowed for a simulation
of 1,500 agents run without any errors. The ECM used to create the simulation data
can be seen in Figure 4.14. After the simulation was run, the experiment information
confirmed 1,500 agents entered through the front door and exited the model either through
the archway or front door. The experiment information also confirmed each participant
stopped at one or both of the commercial facilities which represented the money and
jewelry (see Table 4.7).
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Figure 4.14: Money and/or jewelry burglary model with ECM present.

Table 4.7: Agent activities from the simulation to represent a money and/or jewelry burglary.
Location
Front Door (entry)
Front Door (exit)
Archway
Drugs
Jewelry
Money
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Number of Agents
1,500
0
1,500
0
1,102
1,139

A frequency map was calculated within the Pedestrian Dynamics R software which
shows the number of agents crossing the same location in a model. The frequency map
can be seen in Figure 4.15. Table 4.8 displays the frequencies calculated by the Pedestrian
Dynamics R software. Since the software interpolates the location of the agent every 0.20
seconds, the entrance of the model was blue even though all of the agents entered through
the front door. The agents entered through the entrance area at random instead of from
a fixed point. This is expected since the agents do not spend a lot of time at the entrance.
The more time an agent spends at a certain spot, the software registers it for the frequency
map.

Based on this frequency map, practitioners could look on or around the loveseat for
fiber evidence. Other areas possible for fiber evidence would be the couch and the ottoman
if the suspect brushed against either of those pieces of furniture. Anywhere on the floor
within this heat map, could contain shoe impressions. Another area of interest would be
the small table for latent fingerprints.
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Figure 4.15: Frequency map of where the autonomous agents traveled throughout model
for Scenario C.

Table 4.8: Calculated frequencies of the autonomous agents produced in the model for
Scenario C.
Color
Blue
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Purple

Frequency
<= 522
<= 1,044
<= 1,566
<= 2,088
<= 2,610
>2,610
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An overlay of the estimated coordinates and the frequency map was created using
Adobe R Photoshop R to observe how well the simulation software was able to produce the
same paths as the participants for a money and/or jewelry burglary. Figure 4.16 shows
the estimated coordinates on top of the frequency map produced from the Pedestrian
Dynamics R software for Scenario C.

Figure 4.16: Overlay of the estimated coordinates and frequency map of Scenario C’s
simulation results.
The overlay of the frequency map and the estimated coordinates for scenario C produced an almost complete overlap between the participants and the simulated results.
Similar to scenario B, there were differences in the exit behavior between the simulation
and the participants. The simulation model agents entered through the front door and
exited through the archway similar to scenario B. Unlike the simulation, 14 of the 15
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participants (93.33%) exited through the front door and the remaining one (1) (6.67%)
exited through the archway. Another difference between the simulation and the participants were the number agents that stole money and/or jewelry. In the simulation, 1,102
(73.47%) agents stopped at the jewelry and 1,139 (75.93%) agents stopped at the money.
The simulation does not tell how many agents choose both pieces of evidence, therefore
calculating percentages for the agents who chose both was not possible. All 15 (100%)
of the participants collected the jewelry in this scenario but only 13 (86.67%)participants
collected the money.

4.2.4

Scenario D

The coordinates of each participant were estimated based on reviewing the frames extracted every 20 frames. The coordinate map of all participants can be seen in Figure
4.17. The participants were in the room on average of 67 seconds, with an estimated
average speed of 0.207 m/s (minimum: 0.087 m/s and maximum: 0.449 m/s).

Figure 4.17: Placement of each participant’s leading foot every 20 frames during Scenario
D.
The ECM created from the Pedestrian Dynamics R software allowed for a simulation
of 1,500 agents run without any errors. The ECM used to create the simulation data
can be seen in Figure 4.18. After the simulation was run, the experiment information
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confirmed 1,500 agents entered through the front door and exited the model either through
the archway or front door. The experiment information also confirmed each participant
stopped at the minimum of one of the commercial facilities to represent the items of
interest (see Table 4.9).

Figure 4.18: All items available burglary with ECM present.
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Table 4.9: Agent activities from the simulation to represent a burglary for drugs, jewelry,
and/or money.
Location
Front Door (entry)
Front Door (exit)
Archway
Drugs
Jewelry
Money

Number of Agents
1,500
0
1,500
1,223
1,142
1,177

A frequency map was calculated within the Pedestrian Dynamics R software which
shows the number of agents crossing the same location in a model. The frequency map
can be seen in figure 4.19. Table 4.10 displays the frequencies calculated by the software.
Since the software interpolates the location of the agent every 0.20 seconds, the entrance
of the model was blue even though all of the agents entered through the front door. The
agents entered through the entrance area at random instead of from a fixed point. This is
expected since the agents do not spend a lot of time at the entrance. The more time an
agent spends at a certain spot, the software registers it for the frequency map.

Areas practitioners should have high interest in when looking at this frequency map
would be the coffee table, TV stand and small table for latent fingerprints. As well as the
ottoman for fiber evidence and anywhere on the floor for shoe impressions.
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Figure 4.19: Frequency map of where the autonomous agents traveled throughout model
for Scenario D.

Table 4.10: Calculated frequencies of the autonomous agents produced in the model for
Scenario D.
Color
Blue
Green
Yellow
Orange
Red
Purple

Frequency
<= 532
<= 1,064
<= 1,596
<= 2,128
<= 2,660
>2,660
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An overlay of the estimated coordinates and the frequency map was created using
Adobe R Photoshop R to observe how well the simulation software was able to produce
the same paths as the participants for a burglary of any of the items. Figure 4.20 shows
the estimated coordinates on top of the frequency map produced from the Pedestrian
Dynamics R software for Scenario D.

Figure 4.20: Overlay of the estimated coordinates and frequency map of Scenario D’s
simulation results.
Scenario D produced the best overlap between the scenarios. The overlay of the frequency map and the estimated coordinates for scenario D produced a complete overlap
between participants and the simulated results except one step was not included in the
overlap. Similar to the other scenarios, there were some differences in the exit decision
between the agents and the participants. All 1,500 agents entered through the front door
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and exited through the archway during the simulation. Unlike the simulation, there is
variation in the exit decision for the participants. Eleven (11) (73.33%) of the participants
exited through the front door and the remaining four (4) (26.67%) exited through the archway. As stated with scenario C, there were differences with which items were stolen and
how many each agent/participant chose. More specifically, 1,223 (81.53%) agents chose
to steal the drugs, 1,142 (76.13%) agents chose to steal the jewelry, and 1,177 (78.47%)
agents chose to steal the money. The participants varied in the number of items and which
items were of interest. Twelve (12) (80%) of the participants stole drugs, 13 (86.67%) of
the participants stole jewelry but all participants stole the money during this scenario.
Five (5) participants decided to only steal two (2) of a possible three (3) items during this
scenario.

4.3

Limitations and Future Directions

The simulations were good for the preliminary data showing participants moving straight
through the room, but the performance decreased when searching for an item occurred
since the simulations were performing for shortest distance. The difference observed could
be due to the limitations the simulation software has for the field of forensic science.
The software has the ability to run simulations at a micro-scale so one agent can be
observed at one time. Even considering the limitations, Pedestrian Dynamics R has shown
great promise to be a useful tool for crime scene investigators. However, in order for
practitioners to use this in the field there is a need for more research. For this application,
the software options for agent route planning are very limited. The software only allows
a user to choose from shortest path or path of least effort for an agent to move through
the simulation. Unlike the simulation, the participants searched for their item of interest
which showed in a couple of the overlays. A simulation software that could allow the user
to have a setting for an autonomous agent search for things, would help with applying this
application to the field. The lack of studies available about the Pedestrian Dynamics R
software was a limitation. Without training and/or guidance, troubleshooting errors was
difficult with the tools available. Due to the collaboration with INCONTROL Simulation
Software company, the issues were fixed but in the future, a continual collaboration with
the software company, would be a step to continue research with this simulation to apply
it to crime scene investigation. In future studies, the data collected from the participants
can be used to calculate the frequency of where participants were at in the room and apply
those frequencies into the simulation. As well as, allowing the participants to collect items
of interest at their own discretion instead of telling them what to grab.
Another limitation of this study was the placement of the cameras recording the participants. Given that the recordings were taken on multiple days, the angles of each camera
varied slightly depending on the day. For this type of experiment, an aerial view of the
floor would have assisted with the coordinate extraction as well. Another limitation of
this experiment is the sample size, due to time constraint a small sample size was taken.
Another study would benefit from adding more participants to compare to the simulations.
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Building the model from measurements taken by hand and visually comparing to
photographs of the room is another limitation. Exploring the possibility of using a 3D or
laser scanner to produce images that can be imported into the simulation software would
assist in model accuracy. Depending on equipment available, if a crime scene investigation
team has a laser or 3D scanner available to them, this software could be easier to implement
into the reconstruction routine.
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5. Conclusion
The aim of this master’s thesis project is to assist crime scene investigators to identify
areas to collect different types of evidence. For the sake of this study, the focus was on
burglary cases due to the simplicity for set up and the popularity of this type of crime.
Pedestrian Dynamics R simulation software was used to assist in accomplishing this aim.
The results of this thesis project show there is promise for this type of implementation in
the forensic science field but more research is needed. There are many engineering studies
published about using pedestrian dynamics and the decision-making process to assist in
creating emergency exit plans. The engineering studies typically implemented using either
a meso-scale and macro-scale which offers to look at states of emergencies at a medium
to large scale. The ability to use Pedestrian Dynamics R software offers the possibility of
running simulations at a micro-scale which would be useful in a forensic science setting.
Future research which looks into the discussed limitations and the possibility of using
new technology (e.g. 3D or laser scanners), would aid in locating latent evidence, thus
maximizing the accuracy of crime scene reconstruction.
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Appendices
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A. Preliminary Model General
and Agent Settings

Table A.1: Simulation general settings for the preliminary model.
Simulation
Minimum clearance (m):
Disable stitching
\textbf{Disable preprocessing}
Cycle time (s):
Average agent area (mˆ2):
Routing following methods:
Visualize speed:
Visualization
Color type 2D:
Draw type 2D:
Color type 3D:
Draw type 3D:
Grid size (m):
Show exclude from ECM:

Normal
Circle Direction
Normal
Detailed
0.1525
Checked

Density Formulas:
Density Norms:

Default settings
Default settings
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0.15
unchecked
unchecked
0.20
0.18
Micro
unchecked

Table A.2: Simulation agent profile settings for the preliminary model.
General
Name:
Prelim
Radius (m):
0.125
Max desired speed (m/s):
Uniform (0.375, 0.488)
Min desired speed (m/s):
0.06
Fixed-speed multiplier:
0
Route Planning
Routing method:
Shortest Distance
Use densities for routing:
unchecked
Re-route periodically:
unchecked
Discomfort multiplier:
Uniform (0.5,1.5)
Random edge cost (%):
5
Heuristic multiplier:
1
Route following
Preferred clearance (m):
0
Max shortcut distance (m):
0
Side preference:
Uniform (-1,1)
Side preference noise:
0.10
Side clearance factor:
0
Side pref. update factor:
1
Local behavior
Default settings
Visualization
Color:
Default setting
3D model:
Random
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Table A.3: Agent Activity Entry settings for the preliminary model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Pre condition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution:
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway

Entry
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
unchecked
100%
0%

Table A.4: Agent Activity Exit settings for the preliminary model.
General
Name:
Entry
Activity type:
Entry Exit
Activity group:
ALL
Pre condition:
1
Post condition:
1
Entry trigger:
0
Exit trigger:
0
Reset code:
0
Locations
Location distribution: Empirical
Revisit allowed:
unchecked
Activity: Front Door
0%
Activity: Archway
100%
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Table A.5: Activity Routes created for the preliminary study.
General
Name:
Default Route
Number of activites:
2
Activity 1:
Entry
Activity 2:
Exit

Table A.6: Agent generator settings for the preliminary study.
Arrival List
Creation time:
Number of agents:
Activity route:
Agent Profile:
Greation trigger:

30 seconds
Fixed value - 1
Default Route
Prelim
0
General

Name:
Repetitive mode:
Number of times to repeat:
Max number of agents:
Agents as % of max:

Default Generator
Continuous
Unlimited
Fixed value - 500
unchecked

Time settings:
Triggers:
Miscellaneous:

Default setting
Default settings
Default settings

Table A.7: Experiment wizard settings for the preliminary simulation.
Output
Log output:
Log footsteps:
Footstep Frequency:
Load output files of last replication:
Scenario Run Settings
Run length:
Number of replications:
Start at replication:
Code on start of run:
Code on end of run:
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checked
checked
1
checked
255 minutes
1
1
0
0

B. Experiment Wizard and Items
of Interest settings for Simulation
Models

Table B.1: Simulation general settings for the main study models.
General Setting
Simulation
Minimum clearance (m):
0.15
Disable stitching
Unchecked
Disable preprocessing
Unchecked
Cycle time (s):
0.20
Average agent area (mˆ2):
0.18
Routing following methods:
Micro
Visualize speed:
Unchecked
Visualization
Color type 2D:
Normal
Draw type 2D:
Circle Direction
Color type 3D:
Normal
Draw type 3D:
Detailed
Grid size (m):
0.1525
Show exclude from ECM:
Checked
Density Formulas:
Default
Density Norms:
Default
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B.1

Scenario A

Table B.2: Simulation agent profile settings for the Scenario A simulation.
General Setting
Name:
Scenario A
Radius (m):
0.125
Max desired speed (m/s):
Uniform (0.158, 0.634)
Min desired speed (m/s):
0.06
Fixed-speed muliplier:
0
Routing Planning
Routing method:
Shortest Distance
Use densities for routing:
Unchecked
Re-route periodically:
Unchecked
Discomfort multiplier:
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)
Random edge cost (%):
5
Heuristic multiplier:
1
Route Following
Preferred clearance (m):
0
Max shortcut distance (m):
0
Side preference:
Uniform (-1,1)
Side preference noise
0.10
Side clearance factor:
0
Side preference update factor:
1
Local behavior:
Default settings
Visualization
Color:
Default
3D model:
Random
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Table B.3: Agent generator settings for the Scenario A simulation.
Arrival List
Creation time:
60 seconds
Number of agents:
Fixed value - 1
Activity route:
Default route
Agent Profile:
Scenario A
Creation trigger:
0
General
Name:
Default Generator
Repetitive:
Continuous
Number of times to repeat:
Unlimited
Max number of agents:
Fixed value - 1,500
Agents as % of max:
Unchecked
Time settings:
Default
Triggers:
Default
Miscellaneous:
Default

Table B.4: Experiment wizard settings for the Scenario A simulation.
Output
Log output:
checked
Log footsteps:
checked
Footstep Frequency:
1
Load output files of last replication:
checked
Scenario Run Settings
Run length:
1,505 minutes
Number of replications:
1
Start at replication:
1
Code on start of run:
0
Code on end of run:
0
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Table B.5: Agent Activity Entry settings for the Scenario A model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway

Entry
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Unchecked
100%
0%

Table B.6: Agent Activity Exit settings for the Scenario A model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway
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Exit
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Checked
50%
50%

Table B.7: Agent Activity settings for retrieving drugs in the Scenario A model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:

Drugs
Commercial Facility
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Locations
Location distribution
Empirical
Revisit allowed:
Checked
Activity: Drugs
100%
Activity: Jewelry
0%
Activity: Money
0%

Table B.8: Activity route for autonomous agents in Scenario A simulation.
General
Name:
Number
Activity
Activity
Activity

of activities:
1:
2:
3:

Default Route
3
Entry
Drugs
Exit

Table B.9: Jewelry activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Jewelry
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Continued on next page
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Next agent strategy:

Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:
Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:
Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization
2D & 3D
Red
Red
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Continued on next page
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Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Radius:

Checked
0.75
Checked

0.2157

Table B.10: Money activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Money
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Unchecked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Continued on next page
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Use server queues:

Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization

Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
0.4575
BR
0.1525

2D & 3D
Green
Green
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
56.5012
56.9587

Table B.11: Drugs activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Drugs
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:

Do not tilt
Continued on next page
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Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i), PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:
Color settings:
Fill interior:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization
2D & 3D
Continued on next page
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Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
0.2586
BR
0.2736
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Yellow
Yellow
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
57.5219
57.9509

B.2

Scenario B

Table B.12: Simulation agent profile settings for the Scenario B simulation.
General Setting
Name:
Scenario B
Radius (m):
0.125
Max desired speed (m/s):
Uniform (0.131, 0.482)
Min desired speed (m/s):
0.06
Fixed-speed muliplier:
0
Routing Planning
Routing method:
Shortest Distance
Use densities for routing:
Unchecked
Re-route periodically:
Unchecked
Discomfort multiplier:
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)
Random edge cost (%):
5
Heuristic multiplier:
1
Route Following
Preferred clearance (m):
0
Max shortcut distance (m):
0
Side preference:
Uniform (-1,1)
Side preference noise
0.10
Side clearance factor:
0
Side preference update factor:
1
Local behavior:
Default settings
Visualization
Color:
Default
3D model:
Random
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Table B.13: Agent generator settings for the Scenario B simulation.
Arrival List
Creation time:
60 seconds
Number of agents:
Fixed value - 1
Activity route:
Default route
Agent Profile:
Scenario B
Creation trigger:
0
General
Name:
Default Generator
Repetitive:
Continuous
Number of times to repeat:
Unlimited
Max number of agents:
Fixed value - 1,500
Agents as % of max:
Unchecked
Time settings:
Default
Triggers:
Default
Miscellaneous:
Default

Table B.14: Experiment wizard settings for the Scenario B simulation.
Output
Log output:
checked
Log footsteps:
checked
Footstep Frequency:
1
Load output files of last replication:
checked
Scenario Run Settings
Run length:
1,505 minutes
Number of replications:
1
Start at replication:
1
Code on start of run:
0
Code on end of run:
0
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Table B.15: Agent Activity Entry settings for the Scenario B model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway

Entry
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Unchecked
100%
0%

Table B.16: Agent Activity Exit settings for the Scenario B model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway
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Exit
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Checked
50%
50%

Table B.17: Agent Activity settings for retrieving money in the Scenario B model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:

Money
Commercial Facility
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Locations
Location distribution
Empirical
Revisit allowed:
Checked
Activity: Drugs
0%
Activity: Jewelry
0%
Activity: Money
100%

Table B.18: Activity route for autonomous agents in Scenario B simulation.
General
Name:
Number
Activity
Activity
Activity

of activities:
1:
2:
3:

Default Route
3
Entry
Money
Exit

Table B.19: Jewelry activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Jewelry
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Continued on next page
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Next agent strategy:

Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability:

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:
Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization
2D & 3D
Red
Red
2D & 3D
Black
Continued on next page
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Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Radius:

Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

0.2157

Table B.20: Money activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Money
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Continued on next page
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Use server queues:

Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization

Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
3.4811
BR
3.8487

2D & 3D
Green
Green
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
56.5183
56.8816

Table B.21: Drugs activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Drugs
0
0
Tilting settings
Continued on next page
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Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Unchecked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization

Color settings:
Continued on next page
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Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
1.9054
BR
2.2634
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2D & 3D
Yellow
Yellow
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
54.6471
55.0051

B.3

Scenario C

Table B.22: Simulation agent profile settings for the Scenario C simulation.
General Setting
Name:
Scenario C
Radius (m):
0.125
Max desired speed (m/s):
Uniform (0.122, 0.492)
Min desired speed (m/s):
0.06
Fixed-speed muliplier:
0
Routing Planning
Routing method:
Shortest Distance
Use densities for routing:
Unchecked
Re-route periodically:
Unchecked
Discomfort multiplier:
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)
Random edge cost (%):
5
Heuristic multiplier:
1
Route Following
Preferred clearance (m):
0
Max shortcut distance (m):
0
Side preference:
Uniform (-1,1)
Side preference noise
0.10
Side clearance factor:
0
Side preference update factor:
1
Local behavior:
Default settings
Visualization
Color:
Default
3D model:
Random
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Table B.23: Agent generator settings for the Scenario C simulation.
Arrival List
Creation time:
90 seconds
Number of agents:
Fixed value - 1
Activity route:
Default route
Agent Profile:
Scenario C
Creation trigger:
0
General
Name:
Default Generator
Repetitive:
Continuous
Number of times to repeat:
Unlimited
Max number of agents:
Fixed value - 1,500
Agents as % of max:
Unchecked
Time settings:
Default
Triggers:
Default
Miscellaneous:
Default

Table B.24: Experiment wizard settings for the Scenario C simulation.
Output
Log output:
checked
Log footsteps:
checked
Footstep Frequency:
1
Load output files of last replication:
checked
Scenario Run Settings
Run length:
2,255 minutes
Number of replications:
1
Start at replication:
1
Code on start of run:
0
Code on end of run:
0
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Table B.25: Agent Activity Entry settings for the Scenario C model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway

Entry
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Unchecked
100%
0%

Table B.26: Agent Activity Exit settings for the Scenario C model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway
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Exit
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Checked
50%
50%

Table B.27: Activity route for autonomous agents in Scenario C simulation.
General
Name:
Number
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity

of activities:
1:
2:
3:
4:

Default Route
4
Entry
Money and/or Jewelry
Money and/or Jewelry
Exit

Table B.28: Agent Activity settings for retrieving money and/or jewelry in the Scenario
C model.
General
Money and/or Jewelry
Commercial Facility
***ALL***
1
1
0
0
0
Locations
Location distribution
Empirical
Revisit allowed:
Checked
Activity: Drugs
0%
Activity: Jewelry
50%
Activity: Money
50%
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:

Table B.29: Jewelry activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Jewelry
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:

Do not tilt
0
Continued on next page
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Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability:

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:
Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization
2D & 3D
Red
Red
Continued on next page
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Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Radius:

2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

0.2761192

Table B.30: Money activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Money
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.
Continued on next page
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Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization

Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
1.8332
BR
2.2189

2D & 3D
Green
Green
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
55.1158
55.5963

Table B.31: Drugs activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:

Drugs
0
Continued on next page
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z-Loc (m):

0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Unchecked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Continued on next page
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Visualization
Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
2.0405
BR
2.4595
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2D & 3D
Yellow
Yellow
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
55.9904
56.4094

B.4

Scenario D

Table B.32: Simulation agent profile settings for the Scenario D simulation.
General Setting
Name:
Scenario D
Radius (m):
0.125
Max desired speed (m/s):
Uniform (0.087, 0.449)
Min desired speed (m/s):
0.06
Fixed-speed muliplier:
0
Routing Planning
Routing method:
Shortest Distance
Use densities for routing:
Unchecked
Re-route periodically:
Unchecked
Discomfort multiplier:
Uniform (0.5, 1.5)
Random edge cost (%):
5
Heuristic multiplier:
1
Route Following
Preferred clearance (m):
0
Max shortcut distance (m):
0
Side preference:
Uniform (-1,1)
Side preference noise
0.10
Side clearance factor:
0
Side preference update factor:
1
Local behavior:
Default settings
Visualization
Color:
Default
3D model:
Random
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Table B.33: Agent generator settings for the Scenario D simulation.
Arrival List
Creation time:
120 seconds
Number of agents:
Fixed value - 1
Activity route:
Default route
Agent Profile:
Scenario D
Creation trigger:
0
General
Name:
Default Generator
Repetitive:
Continuous
Number of times to repeat:
Unlimited
Max number of agents:
Fixed value - 1,500
Agents as % of max:
Unchecked
Time settings:
Default
Triggers:
Default
Miscellaneous:
Default

Table B.34: Experiment wizard settings for the Scenario D simulation.
Output
Log output:
checked
Log footsteps:
checked
Footstep Frequency:
1
Load output files of last replication:
checked
Scenario Run Settings
Run length:
3,005 minutes
Number of replications:
1
Start at replication:
1
Code on start of run:
0
Code on end of run:
0
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Table B.35: Agent Activity Entry settings for the Scenario D model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway

Entry
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Unchecked
100%
0%

Table B.36: Agent Activity Exit settings for the Scenario D model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:
Locations
Location distribution
Revisit allowed:
Activity: Front Door
Activity: Archway
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Exit
Entry Exit
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Empirical
Checked
50%
50%

Table B.37: Agent Activity settings for retrieving any of the items in the Scenario D model.
General
Name:
Activity type:
Activity group:
Precondition:
Post condition:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Reset code:

All items
Commercial Facility
ALL
1
1
0
0
0
Locations
Location distribution
Uniform
Revisit allowed:
Checked
Activity: Drugs
Activity: Jewelry
Activity: Money

Table B.38: Activity route of autonomous agents in Scenario D simulation.
General
Name:
Number
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity
Activity

of activities:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Default Route
5
Entry
All items
All items
All items
Exit

Table B.39: Jewelry activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Jewelry
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:

Do not tilt
0
Continued on next page
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Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability:

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:
Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization
2D & 3D
Red
Red
Continued on next page
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Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Radius:

2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

0.3182

Table B.40: Money activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:
z-Loc (m):

Money
0
0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.
Continued on next page
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Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Visualization

Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
3.1696
BR
3.7126

2D & 3D
Green
Green
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
57.8008
57.794

Table B.41: Drugs activity setting for commercial facility.
General Settings
Name:
Group:

Drugs
0
Continued on next page
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z-Loc (m):

0
Tilting settings

Tilt edge:
Tilt height (m):
Settings:
Activity time (s):
Use indicative corridors:
Next agent strategy:

Do not tilt
0
0
Unchecked
Default
Location

Location settings:
Location approaching:
Location leaving:
Location deviation (m):
Line destination:
Ensure walkable area:
Exlude agent:
Triggers:
Entry trigger:
Exit trigger:
Start routing trigger:
Reset code:

Default (**Random**)
Primities RandomPoint(c,Agent GetRadius(i),PDEnvAtom)
(**Continue from current location**)Points Fet(I,1)
0
No
Checked
Exclude Hide
0
0
0
0
Misc.

Store appr. Agents:
Server queues
Use server queues:

Unchecked
All settings were defaults
Internal server queues
Unchecked
Availability

Settings:
Repetitive mode:
Repeat time:
Nr times to repeat:
Offset time:

No repeat
0
0
0
Availability list

Availability row:
Start time:
Time open:
Trigger on start:
Trigger on end:

-1 (always available)
0
0
0
Continued on next page
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Visualization
Color settings:
Fill interior:
Fill color 2D:
Fill color 3D:
Draw outline:
Outline color 2D:
Outline color 3D:
Show name in 2D:
Text size:
Combine drawing of connected primitives:
Winding clockwise:
Coordinates
Global coordinates:
Nr
X
TL
0.3145
BR
0.6776
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2D & 3D
Yellow
Yellow
2D & 3D
Black
Black
Checked
0.75
Checked

Y
56.3888
56.7519
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